**European Succession Law and Matrimonial Property Law – Interconnections**

*Friday, 17th April 2020 – Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE), Faculty of Law, Aula Magna (1053-Budapest, Egyetem tér 1-3, Hungary)*

9:00 Registration

9:40 Opening Remarks

*István Varga*, Professor of civil procedure law, Head of department, Vice Dean for research, Faculty of Law, Eötvös Loránd University  
*Sara Landini*, Associate Professor of private law, Responsible of the GoInEuPlus project Management and Coordination University of Firenze  
*Ádám Tóth*, notary, President of Hungarian Chamber of Civil Law Notaries

10:00 *Morning session*

Chair: *Ádám Fuglinszky*, Professor of civil law, Faculty of Law, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Head of the GoInEuPlus Hungarian project team

10:00 Setting the scene – matrimonial property law in the context of the EU law and PIL rules  
*Orsolya Szeibert*, Professor of civil law, Member of the GoInEuPlus project team at ELTE

11:00 Issues on the content and validity of the matrimonial property agreement  
*Ildikó Nyírőné Kiss*, Judge, Hungarian Curia

11:30 Foreign assets in the matrimonial property agreement  
*Zsuzsanna Kövesné Kósa*, Judge, Hungarian Curia

12:00 Questions, remarks, discussion

12:10 Lunch
13:15 **Afternoon session**

Chair: *Balázs Tőkey*, habil. Assistant Professor of civil law, Member of GoInEuPlus project team at ELTE

13:15 Latest problems in the application of the European Succession Regulation  
*Tamás Balogh*, Vice Director of the Hungarian Notaries’ Institute

14:15 **International Round Table on Asset Planning without Borders**

Moderator: *Viktor Máté*, notary, Vice-president of the Budapest Territorial Chamber

Speakers:

- *Hana Hoblaj* (Croatia), notary assessor, Mursko Središče
- *Martin Margonski* (Poland), deputy notary, Krapkowice
- *Eve Pötter* (Estonia), notary, Paide
- *Marco Rizzuti* (Italy), Researcher of Private Law, University of Florence
- *Rembert Süß* (Germany), German Notarial Institute, Director of the Department for Private International Law, Würzburg

15:30 Coffee break

15:45 **Solving practical cases** in small groups (of 20 people) divided by Hungarian and English languages – prepared by GoInEUEPlus and the Hungarian Chamber of Civil Law Notaries

17:30 – 18:00 **Closing session** and summary of best practices

With the support of:

- Hungarian Chamber of Civil Law Notaries
- APELSO TRUST Fiduciary Asset Management Ltd.